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2     Threats from the Outside: Protecting ATMs

ATMs are vulnerable by nature. They are physical, they are left unattended more often than not, they 
have what a hacker wants, and they’re connected to a network. Older machines or ones that are 
stand-alone are typically easier targets, as there are less eyes on them and security measures may 
not be up-to-date. Banks and ATM providers have come up with physical ways to protect against 
and detect card skimming, but there are still ample ways for an ATM to be attacked. In fact, we see 
hackers turning to malware for a more damaging attack vector.

In 2018, the US saw its first jackpotting attempt – a crime where hackers gain physical access to an 
ATM, then install malware or hardware so that the ATM will spit out cash on demand. Jackpotting 
attacks are also known as logical attacks, and until 2018, had been a threat for Europe and Asia but 
not the US. 

How does an attacker gain physical access to an ATM? A combination of social engineering and 
malintent. If someone dressed as an ATM technician, with knowledge of how the ATM operates, 
walked into your facility, would you question them? Hackers are betting you won’t. Once they’ve 
avoided scrutiny from employees, they use a computer to connect to the ATM and install malware 
that targets the cash dispensing mechanism. 



3     Threats from the Outside: Mobile and Web Applications

Today’s technology allows for convenience when banking, trading, insuring, or seeking advice on 
wealth management. Consumers can typically access their financial information at any time through 
mobile and web applications. When using a mobile app, the device’s attack surface is huge: the 
browser, the system, the phone itself, and the apps could all be targeted. When using a mobile or 
wireless app, the network is susceptible to weak encryption, Man-in-the-Middle attacks, packet 
sniffing, and more. 

In Accenture and NowSecure’s 2016 mobile banking app vulnerability assessment, they tested 30 
mobile apps from 15 North American financial institutions, on both iOS and Android operating 
systems. After 780 tests were performed across the apps, Accenture and NowSecure identified at 
least one security issue on every app tested. The identified security issues aligned with OWASP’s 
Top 10 Mobile Risks, which include: 

 • M1: Improper Platform Usage 
 • M2: Insecure Data Storage
 • M3: Insecure Communication
 • M4: Insecure Authentication
 • M5: Insufficient Cryptography
 • M6: Insecure Authorization 
 • M7: Client Code Quality
 • M8: Code Tampering
 • M9: Reverse Engineering 
 • M10: Extraneous Functionality 

No matter how secure you believe your mobile or web app is, it needs to follow the guidance of 
frameworks and regulations like ISO 27000, FFIEC, SEC NIST, and NY CRR 500. Implementing 
these industry-accepted best practices will help financial institutions to secure mobile and web apps 
across devices, networks, data, applications, and user access. 



4     Threats from the Inside: The Human Element 

Employees, even ones with the best of intentions, create a massive area of risk for financial institu-
tions. Employees know where your assets live and how to gain access, destroy, or manipulate them. 
Depending on what types of access they have to sensitive data, they could do some major damage 
to your organization or your customers – even if it’s on accident. 

The 2016 Wells Fargo breach was incredibly eye-opening to many consumers because it wasn’t a 
malicious hacker compromising data; it was Wells Fargo employees. The bank was fined $185 
million because of the 5,300 bank employees who created over 1.5 million unauthorized bank and 
credit card accounts on behalf of unsuspecting customers. Their reason for doing this was personal 
incentives; bank employees were rewarded for opening new bank and credit card accounts. In an 
effort to rebuild trust, Wells Fargo completely restructured its incentive plans by ending sales goals for 
branch bankers. Do you think that this was enough to rebuild consumer trust?



5     Threats from the Inside: Your Building

When we perform penetration testing for a financial institution, it usually involves social engineering 
attempts at the physical locations of the institution. Before the testing begins, the employees have so 
much confidence in themselves. It’s hard to convince organizations that our team of penetration 
testers will be able to manipulate its employees or environment until they actually see the results.

 • Tailgating is an easy way to enter secure areas with minimal effort. We’ve had employees of   
    financial institutions hold a door open for us, which allows us to re-enter their building after   
    hours. Because they’re so ready to leave at 5:00, they don’t ask questions. Once we’re in   
    the building, it’s easy enough to tailgate through doors or hallways even if they have some   
    type of access system. We could act like we’re talking on the phone while waiting for an   
    employee to use that same door or hallway, then walk in after them. Doesn’t look 
    suspicious, right? 

 • If not tailgating, how about just waiting? Could a hacker wait in a restroom stall or some other  
    remote area of your building until no one else is in the building? From there, they would have  
    the access they need to find a network jack.

 • What happens when administrators aren’t present to ensure employees are following policies  
    and procedures? We’ve sent our team into clients’ offices with fake work orders and    
    deceived their way into a data center, where they’re then left alone. Easy enough to find a   
    switch in a data center while no one’s watching, right?

 • Does your building have network jacks in open areas, like next to a public coffee station or   
    restroom? Could someone plug a device in without anyone seeing or questioning it?

Day-to-day policies and procedures can protect your building and facilities from being the key to an 
attack. Are you performing real time tests throughout your physical work spaces? 
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Every business has an asset that they can’t bear to lose, and for financial institutions, those assets 
include money, financial information about consumers, and consumers’ personal data. Financial 
institutions need personal data in order to verify financial information, but protecting all of that data is a 
responsibility. If you’re collecting or processing financial information or personal data, you’re 
responsible for securing it.
 
When breaches occur at financial institutions, the average cost per capita is $207. Banking Trojan 
botnets, Denial-of-Service attacks, jackpotting, malicious insiders – the threats aren’t stopping. What 
is your organization doing to protect yourself and meet the cybersecurity expectations for financial 
institutions? Contact us today to learn more.


